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Cursed and ForgottenPC release: May 2016.Plot: You’re off to Scotland to learn more about your heritage.What starts as a relaxing vacation quickly turns into a journey through time!Your ancestor has been kidnapped by a bandit. Heavenfall Secrets | 9. And most importantly, what have they done to her? This means if you click on an affiliate link and
go on to buy the product, you will still pay the same price as you normally would, but we may also get a small commission. Including series lists, new releases and reviews.Don’t forget, you can Subscribe or Follow and get updates of my latest posts.*This blog post contains affiliate links. The police are baffled, so Gordon, the heir to the Carrington
fortune, calls in an expert investigator – YOU! Sort through the secrets and lies to uncover the truth about the disappearances and the remarkable discovery that set this diabolical plot in motion. Having the most ancient serpents, shamans, hunters, and other fighters seems to work best in the battles. Tune of Revenge | 2. Cherished SerpentReleased:
June 2020.Plot: Eleven mysterious deaths have plagued Serpent Hill in one month, so it’s no wonder the citizens live in constant fear. Is it as innocent as it seems at the first glance? Games like this resemble your search the world for hidden treasures, etc. What Wishes May ComeReleased: August 2021.Plot: Derek Pierce blames himself for the
accident that caused his wife’s coma. With their condition worsening, you’ve been called in to investigate. You’ll need your puzzle-solving skills and a sharp mind to find the truth in this hair-raising Hidden-Object Puzzle Adventure!12. Will you manage to find the real killer? Chimeras Game Series OrderFrom: Elephant Games | Genres: Detective,
Mystery, Hidden Object, Puzzle.Chimeras game series order: 1. Blinding Love | 7. But your excitement is quickly overshadowed when you arrive to find strange creatures roaming the camp and your friends trapped on the Black Lake’s grounds! It’s been 40 years since the camp was originally closed and finding out why may be your only hope. Hidden
object detective adventure games from Elephant Games.For PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone, Android and Amazon Fire.This Chimeras game series list includes all of the games. Cursed and ForgottenChimeras Game Series Order 3. The Signs of ProphecyPC release: October 2015.Plot: A dark shadow falls over the city of Munich during a solar eclipse, causing a
chain of supernatural events and shocking murders.The police are baffled and need your help to solve the crimes.But another darker force is at work, and there are whispers of a secret society.A fortune-teller warns of a mysterious wanderer who holds the key to the city’s fate.She claims you’re the one who will guide his path. Tune of
RevengeChimeras Game Series Order 1. New Rebellion | 8. Read More Chimeras: Cherished Serpent Serpent Hill residents die one by one. Blinding LovePC release: October 2017.Plot: The people of Paris are in danger! When several young men are mysteriously found blind and paralyzed, you’re called in to investigate.This is no ordinary case as you
sense that something supernatural is afoot.Can you uncover who, or what, is attacking these men and return the Parisian streets to safety?Chimeras 6 is one of my Best Hidden Object Games of 2017 for PC and Mac!7. The Price of Greed | 11. Inhuman Nature | 13. Thank you in advance for your support! Cursed and Forgotten | 4. Now, Derek is in a
race against time to find out where the creature came from and what its true intentions are before it returns to collect! Prepare yourself for a heart-wrenching tale of deception and personal sacrifice in this powerful new Hidden-Object Puzzle Adventure!*All of Elephant Games’ Hidden Object Game Apps are available from US Amazon and UK Amazon
for Amazon Fire.More Elephant Games SeriesFor more HO adventure game series by Elephant Games! See my posts:Grim Tales Games Series List.Haunted Hotel Game Series List.Mystery Trackers Series List.Riddles of Fate Series List.Hallowed Legends Series Order.See also my latest posts for more Elephant Games for PC, Mac and mobile. For PC,
Macand mobile. Blinding LoveChimeras Game Series Order 6. The Signs of Prophecy | 3. Inhuman NatureReleased: December 2020.Plot: When a young woman with no memory wakes up bound to a bed in a mysterious hospital, her only instinct is to escape to safety. Mark of DeathPC release: May 2017.Plot: It seemed like an open-and-shut case – the
criminal was identified, arrested, tried, and executed for stealing the Chimera relic and murdering two guards.But when the prosecutor from that case is found dead 12 years later, it seems there are a few mysteries left to solve.The judge who summons you has also received a ominous token of the villain’s deadly intentions, and he suspects everyone
involved in that case is on his hit list as well.Can you track down the killer – and the truth – before you become marked for death?6. Listed in order of release. In every case, the only witnesses are the victims themselves, so the new sheriff, Amber, has no leads. Prepare to enter a world of deep conspiracies, dark experiments, and calculated deception
in this exciting Hidden-Object Puzzle Adventure!13. War is expensive. Happened with this one too. First the butler, then the head of the family himself, Edgar Carrington. Your choices will have consequences!Will you cause its destruction, or will you raise it from the ashes?3. The player looks for hidden pictures or objects. Wailing Waters | 10. The
Tune of RevengePC release: February 2013.Plot: During a celebration, a mysterious organ grinder appears, selling fortune cards for a penny.When the first victim falls prey to a mysterious beast, you rush todiscover who this organ grinder is and what he wants.He claims revenge for the death of an innocent man, but what really happened on that day
thirteen years ago?And who is trying to cover it up? Now it’s up to you to dig into the case and see what turns up. What Wishes May Come1. Including Collector’s Editions (CE) which have extra content, more game play and bonus features.February 2021 Update: Chapters 7 to 12 available on Android and Amazon Fire.August 2021 Update: Chimeras
13 now out for PC and Mac. Then, after I buy the game, I have to set up a new profile and start over. Can you stop a dangerous force from destroying the camp and its campers before it’s too late?10. The later battles, there are over 300 gremlins (whatever they're called) so you have to max out your fighting character numbers by adding barracks,
elder tents, and warrior houses. It’s up to you to save her!But not everything is as it seems in this magical world.Will you be able to help the county before it’s too late?4. And someone will do anything to keep you from finding the truth, guarding the mysteries laid dormant in Heavenfall’s darkest corners for years. But hurry, before you’re the only one
left!For details, see my post: Chimeras 10: The Price of Greed.11. Including series lists, new releases and reviews.And also my latest Mystery Hidden Object Games News. It's become routine for me to start with a fresh profile. Our Hidden Object Games free to Download! Haunted Hotel: Lost Time James and his girlfriend Jessica are going to spend
the weekend in a relaxing Spa Hotel. His support group has helped, but he would do anything to see Christina awake and happy again. A web of lies and deceit await you in this darkened city that was once so full of happiness. Read More ganonsbane Catfish 1,595 Posts ganonsbane Catfish 1,595 Posts ganonsbane Catfish 1,595 Posts ganonsbane
Catfish 1,595 Posts ganonsbane Catfish 1,595 Posts ganonsbane Catfish 1,595 Posts ganonsbane Catfish 1,595 Posts ganonsbane Catfish 1,595 Posts ganonsbane Catfish 1,595 Posts ganonsbane Catfish 1,595 Posts ganonsbane Catfish 1,595 Posts Big Fish Games Forums > All Game Forums > Contract with the Devil The complete Chimeras
game series order. In this way, affiliate links help us to cover the costs of running this blog. With a fresh profile, I'm up to level 23 and it's still going. What’s more, people can’t shake the sense that someone is always watching them. But Derek is about to learn an important lesson – be careful what you wish for. Cherished Serpent | 12. New
RebellionChimeras Game Series Order 7. Who can she trust? The Signs of ProphecyChimeras Game Series Order 2. No problems or glitches. What secret is the hospital hiding? New RebellionPC released: May 2018.Plot: For centuries, creatures and humans lived peacefully together in this town…Until recently, when several children suddenly went
missing.What starts as a vague suspicion quickly turns into a violent inquisition as the creatures are rounded up to be executed.Can you prove their innocence, or will you be punished along with them?For more details, see also: Chimeras 7: New Rebellion – Review.8. Heavenfall SecretsReleased: November 2018.Plot: Astrid and Greta are the best of
friends, but when Greta doesn’t report in for her semester break at their school of magic, everyone knows something’s wrong. When a strange, genie-like creature confronts him outside the clinic one night with a special offer, Derek sees a chance to make things right, but he didn’t consider what he was sacrificing to make his wish a reality. What
starts as a simple investigation quickly takes a dark turn as you uncover secrets and encounter a dangerous creature of unknown origins! Can you save the children before it’s too late?Chimeras Game Series Order 4. But she soon learns that nowhere is truly safe, and the real danger has only just begun. Little do they know it is going to be the most
precious time of their lives... Mortal Medicine from Elephant GamesFor more details, see my Chimeras: Mortal Medicine Review.5. Mark of DeathChimeras Game Series Order 5. Hidden Object Games (or Seek and Find Games) is for gamers who love uncover a mystery and hidden secrets. I think it's something to do with the activation, maybe? Mark

of Death | 6. As you begin digging deeper, you’ll discover the hallowed halls of Heavenfall hold many secrets. See below for details. The Price of GreedReleased: December 2019.Plot: People are disappearing left and right amidst otherworldly incidents in the Carrington Mansion. Uncover the truth and unmask the true villain…2. Mortal Medicine | 5.
There have been several games that I try for free with one profile. What a way to start a vacation! Can you help Amber finish what her dearly-departed brother started and find out what’s really going on in Serpent Hill? Can you bring the truth to light, and help find Greta?Host your own Hunt a Killer Mystery Weekend! Learn More.9. Wailing
WatersPC release: June 2019.Plot: It’s only three days until Heavenfall Academy’s new camp opens, and you’re ready to be a counselor for the summer. Read More Grim Tales: The Generous Gift A courier brings an anonymous birthday gift to little Alice Gray – it’s a cute white rabbit. Mortal MedicinePC release: November 2016.Plot: The children of
Ronas have fallen victim to a strange illness. The battles use up a lot of resources to buy enough fighting characters so collecting gold, building gold mines, collecting skins, and feeding the population are necessary for battle quests.
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